









































How Does Taxation Affect 
the Quality of Governance?
Key issues 
¥ State dependence on tax 
can enhance government 
responsiveness, accountability 
and capability, but the links 
are complex and not 
automatic.
 Dependence on income 
from natural resource exports 
or aid often contributes to 
bad governance, because 
states have fewer incentives 
to nurture broad economic 
prosperity, or to engage 
actively with their citizens.
 How governments raise 
tax affects their scope for 
productive bargaining 
with taxpayers, and so 
opportunities to improve 
governance.
 Small steps by governments 
and donors could change tax 
policy and administration in 
ways that lead to improved 
governance.
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There are clear connections between how states obtain revenue, and the quality of their governance. 
If governments are not dependent on taxes for their Þ nance, they are less accountable and responsive to 
citizen taxpayers, and have little incentive to build political and organisational capacity to negotiate and 
collect revenue and spend it effectively. The likely outcome is arbitrary governance and weak states. 
However, tax dependence does not necessarily guarantee better governance. Taxes may be collected 
coercively. This may poison relations between government and citizens. The good news is that there are 

















































































states that rely on broad taxation have much greater 
incentives to practice better governancew &TQSGDQ QD@CHMF 
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How Does Taxation Affect the Quality of Governance?
Many states in the Middle East, the Caspian Basin and Africa earn large surpluses  
from export of oil to rich countries. Because oil is a valuable, physically concentrated 
resource, the beneÞts accrue to a small number of big companies, and central states. 
Research suggests that states dependent on oil tend to:
• be independent of citizen-taxpayers, and therefore unresponsive to them;
• have few incentives to promote broad economic development;
• use oil revenues to buy off opposition, and to fund repressive internal security;
• attract external military and political support;
• lack incentives for taxpayers to engage in the local political process because there  
    is no political bargaining over sources and use of public revenues;
• have untransparent revenues, with low oversight from legislatures;
• have few incentives to establish effective bureaucracies to raise and manage taxes.
Why oil is bad for governance
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RussiaÕs government continues to depend for revenue on a relatively small number of 
large enterprises, increasingly in the energy sector. There is little political debate around 
taxation and no social contract. Tax is raised coercively, and government is becoming more 
authoritarian. By contrast, Polish governments have introduced direct income taxes that 
affect a large proportion of households, and account for a quarter of government revenue. 
The state has been forced to bargain with organised interest groups, including business 
and trade unions. This has strengthened democratic participation and interest  
group politics. 
0QNUHMBH@K FNUDQMLDMSR HM !QFDMSHM@
Comparisons of provincial governments in Argentina show that those most dependent  
on broad taxation of citizens have historically been most democratic. Where provinces 
received more generous Þnancial transfers from central government, or oil revenue,  
local politicians were better able to buy off or suppress democratic opposition. 
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A study comparing districts in Tanzania shows that, where taxpayers are more 
economically mobile and thus have more scope to escape from predatory local  
tax collectors, local governments spend a higher proportion of revenue  
providing services to taxpayers.
Recent case studies linking taxation and governance
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